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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the outstanding conceptual features of General Relativity (GR) is that the geometry of space-time itself is a dynamical object. This opens the possibility that there may exist more than three space dimensions which are not observable because they may be compactified to a very small scale. This idea was implemented the first time by Kaluza [1] and Klein [2, 3] assuming one extra space dimensions in order to attempt to unify gravity with electromagnetism. This idea can be extended to include non-Abelian gauge fields by introducing more extra dimensions. Moreover the existence of extra dimensions is also predicted by String Theory. The low energy sector of some String theories is not described by General Relativity but by a generalization of it known in literature as Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity (see e.g. [4] ). The action of this theory is the sum of three terms two of which are the familiar Λ-term and the Einstein-Hilbert term whereas the third term is the Gauss-Bonnet term which is quadratic in the curvature and reads I GB = √ −g(R 2 − 4R µν R µν + R αβµν R αβµν ). In four dimension the Gauss-Bonnet term is topological and does not affect the equations of motion. In dimension higher than four however this term leads to a non-trivial contribution to equation of motion. As this non-trivial contribution is still of second order in the derivatives of the metric, Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity can be considered as a natural extension of General Relativity to higher dimensions as its action is constructed according to the same principles as the Einstein Hilbert action in four dimensions. Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity is actually a particular case of a more general gravity theory known as Lovelock gravity [5] . In the same way as the Gauss-Bonnet term, which is topological in four dimensions but gives a non-trivial contribution to the equations of motion in higher dimension in every odd dimension it is possible to add a new higher power term in the curvature which is topological in the lower even dimension (this means for example that in seven dimensions the most generic Lovelock theory is sum of four terms namely the three terms of Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity and a new term which is cubic the curvature). All these higher power terms again lead to a non-trivial contribution to the equations of motion which is of second order in the derivatives.
Even if Lovelock gravity is constructed according to the same principles as General Relativity it has some features which are absent in General Relativity. For example in the first order formalism the equation of motion do not imply the vanishing of torsion [6] which therefore becomes a new propagating degree of freedom. Exact solution with non-trivial vacuum torsion have been found in [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In this paper however we will consider the zero torsion sector.
Perhaps one of the most new feature of Lovelock gravity is that the "Lambda term" in the action is not directly related to the cosmological constant in the sense that it does not measure the curvature of the maximally symmetric solution. Actually for a N th order Lovelock theory there can exist up to to N different maximally symmetric solutions where the curvature radii are function of all Lovelock couplings. A very peculiar case happens when the highest Lovelock term in the action is of even power in the curvature as there may exist no maximally symmetric solution at all so that the vacuum state must be necessarily a less symmetric space-time. This situation can be interpreted as a case of "geometric frustration" (see e.g. [12, 13] ).
In order to recover physics in four space-time dimensions it is necessary to check if the equations of motion of Lovelock gravity admit compactified solutions known in literature as "spontaneous compactification". Exact static solutions where the metric is a cross product of a (3+1)-dimensional manifold and a constant curvature "inner space", were discussed for the first time in [14] , but with (3+1)-dimensional manifold being actually Minkowski (the generalization for a constant curvature
Lorentzian manifold was done in [15] ). It was shown in [16] that in order to recover four dimensional General Relativity with arbitrarily small cosmological constant and with arbitrarily small static extra dimensions it is necessary to have a Lovelock theory which includes also at least a cubic term so that the minimal space-time dimension where such a spontaneous compactification can happen is seven.
In the context of cosmology it is of course of fundamental interest to consider a spontaneous compactification where the four dimensional part is given by a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric.
In this case it is then completely natural to consider also the size of the extra dimensions as time dependent rather then static. Indeed in [17] it was explicitly shown that in order to have a more realistic model one needs to consider the dynamical evolution of the extra dimensional scale factor as well. In [15] the equations of motion for compactification with both time dependent scale factors were written for arbitrary Lovelock order in the special case that both factors are flat. The results of [15] were reanalyzed for the special case of 10 space-time dimensions in [18] . In [19] the existence of dynamical compactification solutions was studied with the use of Hamiltonian formalism. More recently efforts in finding spontaneous compactifications have been done in [20] where the dynamical compactification of (5+1) Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet (EGB) model was considered, in [21, 22] with different metric ansatz for scale factors corresponding to (3+1)-and extra dimensional parts, and in [12, 13] where general (e.g. without any ansatz) scale factors and curved manifolds were considered.
Also, apart from cosmology recent analysis focuses on properties of black holes in Gauss-Bonnet [23, 24] and Lovelock [25, 26] gravities, features of gravitational collapse in these theories [27] [28] [29] , general features of spherical-symmetric solutions [30] and many others.
The most common ansatz used to find exact solutions for the functional form of the scale factor were exponentials or power laws. Exact solutions with exponential functions for both the (3+1)-and extra dimensional scale factors were studied the first time in [31] and exponentially increasing (3+1)-dimensional scale factor and exponentially shrinking extra dimensional scale factor were described.
Power-law solutions have been analyzed in [15, 32] and more recently [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] so that there is an almost complete description (see also [38] for useful comments regarding physical branches of the solutions). More recently solutions with exponential scale factors [39] have been studied in detail namely models with both variable [40] and constant [41] volume developing a general scheme for constructing solutions in EGB; recently [42] this scheme was generalized for general Lovelock gravity of any order and in any dimensions as well. Also, the stability of the solutions was addressed in [43] ,
where it was demonstrated that only a handful of the solutions could be called "stable" while the remaining are either unstable or have neutral/marginal stability and so additional investigation is required.
In order to find all possible regimes of Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet cosmology it is necessary to go beyond an exponential or power law ansatz and keep the functional form of the scale factor generic. In this case the equations of motion are too difficult to be solved analytically and so a numerical analysis must be performed. In [12] it was found that there exist a phenomenologically sensible regime in the case that the curvature of the extra dimensions is negative and the EinsteinGauss-Bonnet theory does not admit a maximally symmetric solution. In this case the three dimensional Hubble parameter and the extra dimensional scale factor tend to constant values asymptotically. Due to the fact that the theory does not admit maximally symmetric solution the compactification was interpreted as geometric frustration. The reduced symmetry vacua of a Lovelock theory without maximally symmetric solution have been explored in [44] . In [13] a detailed analysis of the cosmological dynamics of Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity with generic couplings was performed. In most cases it turned out that there exist non-physical features like a finite time future singularity or isotropization. The only situation where a realistic dynamics could be achieved turned out to be the case when the theory does not admit maximally symmetric solutions (and with negative curvature of the extra dimensions).
A further benefit to use two different scale factors for the three "macroscopic" dimensions and the D extra-dimensions is that it allows to disclose a clear "large N pattern" in the dependence of relevant physical observables on the number of extra-dimensions. In gauge theories the large N expansions introduced by 't Hooft in [45] (and generalized by Veneziano in [46] to take into account the presence of matter fields in the fundamental) provides with a very clever small parameter suitable to generate an alternative perturbative expansion (namely 1/N ) which does not necessarily require the theory to be weakly coupled. A crucial step to achieve this goal is to separate in a very clear way the dependence on internal indices from the dependence on "space-time" indices of all relevant quantities (for two nice reviews see [47] ). Such large N expansion is very closely related to the semi-classical or WKB expansion and is a very powerful non-perturbative tool in field theory.
In (3+1) dimensional General Relativity the situation is complicated by the fact that it is not easy to distinguish "internal" from "space-time" indices in the second order formalism (in the first order formalism the results in [48] suggest that the 't Hooft expansion in gravity in (3+1) dimensions has many features absent in the Yang-Mills case). However, in the case of Kaluza-Klein theories, there is a parameter which is clearly analogous to the 't Hooft parameter N : the number of extra dimensions [49] . The results of the present paper clearly suggest that the same is true for EGB theory. For this reason, the field equations have been written in order to display explicitly the dependence on D. The present analysis shows that the dependence of many relevant quantities on the number of extra dimensions exhibit a WKB-like pattern.
Of course in cosmology it is also crucial to study the effect of a matter source on the cosmological dynamics. For this reason the purpose of this paper is to explore the effect of a perfect fluid on Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet cosmology in the geometric frustration regime. Especially the emergence of new subregimes is studied. It is found that there exist a new subregime where both scale factors tend to constant values by performing damped oscillations so that the Friedmann dynamics can be recovered asymptotically. It is also worth to point out that the dependence of the relevant physical quantities on the number of the extra-dimensions reminds very closely what one would expect from a large N expansion in gauge theories in which the number of extra-dimensions plays the role of N in the 't Hooft expansion. In particular, the present analysis discloses a clear eikonal-like pattern.
The structure of the paper will be the following: in section 2, some analytic considerations are given of why it is necessary to consider the geometric frustration regime. In section 3, the subregime which can recover (3 + 1)-dimensional Friedmann model is introduced. In section 4 matter is added and the numerical analysis is performed. Section 5 is dedicated to the conclusions.
II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Lovelock gravity [5] has the following structure: its Lagrangian is constructed from terms
where δ
is the generalized Kronecker delta of the order 2n. One can verify that L n is Euler invariant in D < 2n spatial dimensions and so it would not give nontrivial contribution into the equations of motion. So that the Lagrangian density for any given D spatial dimensions is sum of all Lovelock invariants (1) upto n = D 2 which give nontrivial contributions into equations of motion:
where g is the determinant of metric tensor, c n is a coupling constant of the order of Planck length in 2n dimensions and summation over all n in consideration is assumed.
The ansatz for the metric is
where dΣ 2 (3) and dΣ 2 (D) stand for the metric of two constant curvature manifolds Σ (3) and Σ (D) 1 . It is worth to point out that even a negative constant curvature space can be compactified by making the quotient of the space by a freely acting discrete subgroup of O(D, 1) [50] .
The complete derivation of the equations of motion could be found in our previous papers, dedicated to the description of the particular regime which appears in this model [12, 13] . For simplicity we consider the case with γ (3) = 0 (zero spatial curvature for "our" (3+1)-dimensional world; nonzero γ (3) does not affect the presence of the dynamical compactification regime, as discussed in [12, 13] ). For the moment the non-zero curvature for extra dimensions can be normalized as γ (D) = ±1. Since there is no curvature term for a(t), it is useful to rewrite the equations of motion in terms of the Hubble parameter H(t) =ȧ(t)/a(t); the equations will take a form
as E 0 = 0 equation (4), E i = 0 (5), and E a = 0 (6). In [12, 13] we described a regime which naturally appear if a choice for coupling constants forbids existence of maximally-symmetric solutions. A maximally symmetric space-time has curvature two form given by
which inserted in the equations of motion gives a quadratic equation for Λ D+4 :
which admits as solutions
We can clearly see that if radicand in (9) is negative, then effective (4+D)-dimensional cosmological constant is imaginary and there are no maximally-symmetric solutions -this is one prerequisites for the existence of our regime. The other requirement is that the spatial curvature of the extra dimensions should be negative.
III. VACUUM REGIME
The importance of the non-existence of a maximally symmetric solution for the cosmological dynamics in Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity was found numerically in [12, 13] . However it is possible to make some analytic considerations of why this regime is relevant. This means that the equations of motion reduce to those of GR where this regime is absent (it is easy to see that GR equations have no solutions with H = 0 and b = const). As a result, the minimum possible value of compactified space is D = 4, so as full space-time is at least seven dimensional.
By eliminating last terms from both equations in (10) we can find b 0
and then by constitution it back to (10) we can find a relation between couplings:
From (11) we can verify that its discriminant is always negative:
so that this regime always occurs "inside" our compactification scheme. The condition (12) is therefore a subregime of the regime where no maximally symmetric vacuum exist. This is of special interest in the case that for asymptotic time one wants to recover the Friedmann dynamics of four dimensions. It is worth to emphasize that, at leading order in the large D expansion, the discriminant D vanishes so that we would be on the boundary of the region allowing our compactification scheme. However, the sub-leading large D corrections make D more and more negative. Thus the large D expansion clearly favors our compactification scheme.
It is worth to stress here that in order to recover GR asymptotic from the constraint equation (4) it is enough to set the three dimensional Hubble parameter to constant rather than the scale factor namely if we substitute H(t) = H ≡ const, b(t) = b ≡ const into constraint equation (4) , it takes a Friedmann-like form:
This regime have been studied numerically in [12, 13] , and it leads to monotonic behavior of both Hubble parameters when Λ is of the order of unity in natural units. On the contrary, here we will see that very small H in natural units (which is necessary to describe the Universe we live in)
is reached through an oscillatory regime. Our numerical studies confirm that (11) is holding and
At this point it sounds useful to address linear stability of this solution. We perturb full system of equations of motion (4)- (6) with small perturbations H(t) → H(t) + δH, b(t) → b(t) + δb and perturbations equation take the form a 1 δḢ + a 2 δH + a 3 δb + a 4 δḃ + a 5 δb = 0,
where first two equations correspond to dynamical equations and the last -to constraint equation.
Generally all the coefficients a i , b i and d i are nonzero, but as we seek for perturbations around our special solution, we applyḢ = H ≡ 0,b =ḃ ≡ 0, as well as keep (11) and (12) in mind, so
Now if we substitute (16) into (15) and solve it, the solution takes harmonic form and its frequency f is the following:
WKB-eikonal pattern. Namely, the frequency grows with the number of extra dimensions (as one would expect in a eikonal scheme). Thus, the larger is D, the closer we are to a genuine eikonal behavior.
IV. INFLUENCE OF MATTER
If we substitute (11) and the subregime condition (12) into (14) and we choose c 1 = 1 as normalization, we obtain the following expressions:
Obviously this regime is trivial, but if we add a matter in form of perfect fluid with linear equation of state P = ωρ , we can hope to recover regular (3 + 1)-dimensional Friedmann regime.
So we numerically integrate equations of motion which are (4)- (6) considering the subregime (12) introduced in the previous section. Also we added continuity equation for matter in the forṁ
One can clearly see that for regime with b(t) = b 0 ≡ const the second term in first brackets in nullified and so standard (3 + 1)-dimensional density scaling is recovered. Also, Friedmann constraint is also modified in presence of matter:
As we said, we solved numerically system under consideration to see the future and past behavior.
The results are presented in Fig. 1 . There the first row ((a), (b), (c) and (d) panels) presents the Hubble parameters associated with (3 + 1) (in black) and extra dimensions (in grey), the second row ((e), (f), (g) and (h) panels) shows us the size of extra dimensions b(t), the third row ((i), (j), (k) and (l) panels) visualizes G N,ef f H(t) 2 /ρ(t) (we comment on it later) while fourth ((m), (n), (o) and (p) panels) row demonstrate effective Newtonian constant G N,ef f from (20) . All rows have four columns which correspond to four cases -first column ((a), (e), (i) and (m) panels) corresponds Then, by comparing first three columns we can decide that the effect of the equation of state demonstrates only in the G N,ef f H(t) 2 /ρ(t) ratio (third row, (i), (j), (k) and (l) panels). We can see that the influence of matter on the dynamics is diminished for ω > 0 and significant for ω < 0.
We comment more about it in Discussions section. In contrary the effect of the number of extra dimensions is visible for all cases -first of all, the period of oscillations is decreased for all variables (Hubble parameters, size of extra dimensions, etc) while its amplitude seems to decrease for all cases except Hubble parameters, where it increases instead.
Also at that point it is necessary to note that b(t) is reaching its predicted value (11) and the period of oscillations is in agreement with (17) . This way we ensure that our model is reached indeed in our numerical study. Similar to the general compactification from geometric frustration regime [12, 13] , this regime is also achieved on all initial conditions which lead to the former regime with an additional (12) relation between couplings taken into account. Fig. 1 , decaying for strongly negative equations of state in Fig. 2 . If we can make mechanical analogy, the friction in Fig. 2 is so high that it prevents oscillations from occurring and we have analogue of "slow-roll" instead.
The analysis of the previous section explains oscillatory behavior, but from numerical investigation (see Figs 1 and 2) we can see that the oscillations are damped. The explanation for this lies in the fact that we perturb equations around exact solutionḢ = H = 0,b =ḃ = 0 plus (11) and (12) . But in reality this asymptotic regime is achieved pretty slowly so that instead of (16) we
should use full system which is very complicated for exact analytical analysis but has exponential damping, which is clearly seen from Figs. 1 and 2.
Let us note an interesting thing -formally we do not bound amplitude of described oscillations, but from Figs. 1 and 2 one can see that H(t) oscillate in a way that H(t) 0 always. It is easy to see why is that -if one substitute H(t) = 0 into (4) with (12) taken into account, the resulting equation links b(t) 2 withḃ(t) 2 . If we further substitute this resulting relation into (6) with (12) and H(t) = 0, we arrive toḢ = 0. This way one can see that H(t) cannot cross zero and since we put H(t) 0 from the beginning it always remains non-negative. This regime appears to be sensitive to the equation of state of the matter , and the situation here is similar to the GR limit in the R+R 2 gravity. In the latter theory there are two additional degrees of freedom connected with higher derivatives of the scale factor, so they (in contrast to GaussBonnet gravity) are present in the isotropic (3+1) dimension case. They oscillate harmonically in the low-curvature limit (this is the feature of quadratic gravity, for higher order corrections the oscillation are anharmonic, see [51] ). and can be expressed in the form of a massive scalar field.
The effective equation of state for such field during oscillation is known to be w = 0, so any matter with negative pressure would decay less rapidly, and, as a result, dominates for late time. On the contrary, a matter with a positive pressure should be subdominant in the low-curvature regime, and universe becomes dominated by gravitational degrees of freedom.
In our model the situation is quite similar. We have to additional degrees of freedom -the scale factor of "inner" dimensions and its derivative. They oscillate harmonically in the first approximation. Our numerical results show that matter content of the Universe become dominant for w < 0 while for w > 0 influence of the "inner" degrees of freedom may be important at later time since it decays slowly than the matter.
Another interesting numerical effect of the equation of state is the fact that for ω −0.8
an oscillatory behavior, presented in Fig. 1 , is replaced with monotonic one, presented in Fig. 2 .
Change in the behavior could be treated with the following mechanical interpretation -the friction is increased and through this oscillations which are clearly seen in Fig. 1 are almost decayed by the last column of Fig. 2 .
As for the influence of the number of extra dimensions, it manifests itself in the growing of frequency of oscillations for fixed coupling constants, which is also clear from the analytical esti- To conclude, the aims of this paper were reached -we described new regime which is part of previously described model which allows natural and viable dynamical compactification. We demonstrated that our described regime has viable Friedmann asymptotic behavior so that at late time it cannot be distinguished from "standard" (3+1)-dimensional Friedmann model. Additionally, effective Λ-term for this model has geometrical nature which could potentially solve "cosmological constant problem" without involving any additional physics, though suffering from the fine tuning problem -the equation (12) which is exact for zero four-dimensional Λ 4D,ef f should be almost exactly satisfied.
